
Eastwood Academy High School 

Summer Reading 2016 

 

Every student enrolled at Eastwood Academy in Fall 2016 must read John Steinbeck’s Of Mice 

and Men and complete one writing and one visual representation activity based on the reading. 

 

Student Name: ______________________________________ 

Grade: 11 

Book: Of Mice and Men 

Author: John Steinbeck 

Teacher: Mr. Mendelsohn 

Teacher E-mail: mmendels@houstonisd.org 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. READING LOG - Read the assigned novel.  Keep track of your reading by using the 

attached Reading Log. 

HINT:  Plan a regular time and place for reading.  Schedule your reading to be sure you 

finish the book in time to complete the ACTIVITIES. 

2. ACTIVITIES – After reading the novel, complete the activities as follows: 

 Choose one writing activity AND one visual representation activity.   

 Carefully read the instructions for each task to be sure your work is complete as 

assigned. 

 Write your name on each activity. 

 View the rubrics to understand the criteria on which your activities will be graded. 

HINT:  Read all of the activities.  Choose the one writing and one visual representation 

activity that appeal to your skills and interests. 

3. RUBRIC – View the two rubrics before completing the activities. This will be the criteria 

on which your activities will be graded. 



 

Reading Log    Use additional paper if you need more space. 

Date Pages Read  Chapter Summaries 
When finishing a chapter, write a brief summary below 
(2-3 sentences).  Include names of new and/or 
important characters, setting, and a brief plot summary 
of the chapter. 
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This log accurately represents this student’s reading of the assigned novel.  The work presented 

is his/her original work. 

_________________________________  _________________________________ 

Student’s Signature     Parent’s Signature 

_________________________________  _________________________________ 

email address      email address 



 

SUMMER READING ACTIVITIES 
 

Choose one Written Response AND one Visual Representation to complete based on your reading. 

WRITTEN RESPONSE 

Travel Journal – Write a series of journal, or diary, entries that track the main character’s journey.  

Include 8-12 entries written from the character’s point of view.  Have the character tell what is 

happening at various points of his or her journey and his thoughts and feelings regarding these 

events. 

For an example, you can read Michelle Obama’s journal entry about visiting panda’s during her trip 

to China. http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2014/03/26/first-lady-s-travel-journal-pandas . 

Letters Home – Put yourself in the place of the main character and write home a series of 4-6 

letters.  Have him or her tell the family about what is happening during his journey and thoughts and 

feelings he may want to communicate to them while he’s away.  Each letter should represent 

different scenes from the book. 

News Article – Write an article about an event from the novel.  Remember a good news story tells 

who? what? where? when? how? and why?  Be sure to answer these questions regarding the topic 

of the article.   

You can read sample articles from the Houston Chronicle at www.chron.com . 

Interview a Character – Write a series of 5 or more questions and answers (Q&As) in an interview 

with a character from the novel.   Think about what questions you would like the character to talk 

about regarding the events, conflicts, and other characters from the novel.  Include an introduction 

to your interview. 

You can view the format of a written interview by accessing a NY Times interview with Mark 

Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook, at http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/16/can-facebook-

innovate-a-conversation-with-mark-zuckerberg/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0 . 

Character Quotes – Write 6-8 quotes from the book that reveal characteristics of two different 

characters in the book.  For each quote, explain what it reveals about the character’s appearance, 

personality, relationships with other characters or other details about him or her. 

Conflict – Identify, explain, and share the resolution of three different conflicts presented in the 

novel.  Include what type of conflict is represented (person v. person, person v. nature, person v. 

self), who or what forces are involved in the conflict, and how the conflict is resolved or if it is 

resolved in the novel. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2014/03/26/first-lady-s-travel-journal-pandas
http://www.chron.com/
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/16/can-facebook-innovate-a-conversation-with-mark-zuckerberg/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/16/can-facebook-innovate-a-conversation-with-mark-zuckerberg/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0


 

Research – Write about 5 things you learned from reading the book.  Then choose one of these 

topics and conduct research on it.  Consult at least two internet sites on the topic and explain what 

you learned.  Be sure to cite your sources (name of site, URL, and date accessed) for each site you 

use. 

Going on a Trip - Pretend that you are going to join the characters in the story. What 6-8 things will 

you need to pack? Think carefully, for you will be there for at least a week and there is no going back 

home to get something. Write why you have chosen each item. 

Write a Script – Choose a scene from the novel and write a script based on the scene.  Include 

dialog and stage directions.  Do not simply choose dialog already written in the book.  Make your 

own scene by writing original dialog for the characters involved.  Your stage directions will explain 

the action.  Include an introduction to your scene. 

To view a sample script go to http://www.lwbooks.co.kr/dn/play_script.pdf . 

 

VISUAL REPRESENTATION  

Include a written overview identifying the task you are presenting and describing what scenes, 

characters, or details from the book you are representing. 

Map – Create a map of the main character’s journey.  Include actual or figurative places the 

character goes.  Include representations of settings, events, and people your character encounters 

on his or her journey.  Your map should be colorful, neat, and accurate to the novel. 

Photo Album – Find or create a series of 8-12 “photos” one character may have taken throughout 

the novel.  These photos must represent events, people and details from the book.  Include a 

caption for each photo.  Write a brief introduction telling what character took the photos. 

Illustrations – Imagine you are creating pictures that will be used in a future illustrated version of 

the book.  Draw and color representations of at least five scenes from the book.  Include captions 

for each illustration. 

Ad Campaign – Create at least three advertising posters for the book, each highlighting a different 

character or scene to make a collector’s set.  Be sure to include the title, author, and publisher of 

the novel and additional text that will help sell the book. 

Access this site to view a Hunger Games Characters Poster Set. 

http://hungergamesmovie.org/5835/neca-official-hunger-games-character-poster-set-limited-to-

2500-individually-numbered/  

http://www.lwbooks.co.kr/dn/play_script.pdf
http://hungergamesmovie.org/5835/neca-official-hunger-games-character-poster-set-limited-to-2500-individually-numbered/
http://hungergamesmovie.org/5835/neca-official-hunger-games-character-poster-set-limited-to-2500-individually-numbered/


 

Storyboard – A story board is a tool that helps a filmmaker plan his film.  It includes a set of panels 

(similar to a comic strip); each roughly illustrates the action and below it is written an explanation of 

how the shot will be filmed.  Create a storyboard using at least 6 shots to represent how you 

imagine a scene from the novel would be filmed.   

 

To see an example of how a story board is made go to http://www.promotional-

videos.co.uk/videos/how-to-create-a-storyboard-for-your-video-production/ . 

Graphic Novel - Create a comic or graphic novel illustrating 1-2 scenes from the novel you have 

read.  Include 4-6 panels for each scene.  Include dialog in speech bubbles (        ). 

View an interactive preview of the graphic novel Godzilla Awakening by the screenwriter of the 

movie, published in USA Today. http://www.usatoday.com/story/life/movies/2014/05/15/max-

borenstein-godzilla-movie-graphic-novel/9131961/ (Scroll down to interactive feature). 

Timeline – Create an illustrated timeline of important events from the novel.  Identify time markers 

(years, months, days, or times), Write a brief summary of each event on the timeline.  Include at 

least seven events with at least five illustrations or pictures that represent various events.  

To access an example of a Pictorial Time line go to http://sistersofprovidence.ca/wp-

content/uploads/2013/01/100-Anniversary-Timeline-FINAL.pdf . 

 

 

http://www.promotional-videos.co.uk/videos/how-to-create-a-storyboard-for-your-video-production/
http://www.promotional-videos.co.uk/videos/how-to-create-a-storyboard-for-your-video-production/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/life/movies/2014/05/15/max-borenstein-godzilla-movie-graphic-novel/9131961/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/life/movies/2014/05/15/max-borenstein-godzilla-movie-graphic-novel/9131961/
http://sistersofprovidence.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/100-Anniversary-Timeline-FINAL.pdf
http://sistersofprovidence.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/100-Anniversary-Timeline-FINAL.pdf
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Rubric for Writing Task 
 

Criteria 3 2 1 0 
Includes text 
evidence 
 

 Uses well-chosen, clear, 
accurate, and appropriate 
quotations and/or 
paraphrases from the text 

 Quotes and paraphrases 
are accurately punctuated 
and cited (include page #) 

 Uses quotations and/or 
paraphrases from the text.  
May lack some clarity, 
accuracy and 
appropriateness 

 A few errors in citations 
(page #s) 

 Uses minimal quotations 
and/or paraphrases from 
the text but may not be 
written clearly,  accurately 
or appropriately 

 Citations (page #s) are 
lacking 
 

 Lacks text evidence 

 No citations (page #s used) 

Demonstrates 
understanding of 
the novel 
 

 Demonstrates clear and 
accurate understanding of 
the entire novel 

 Demonstrates somewhat 
clear or accurate 
understanding of the novel 

 Demonstrates unclear or 
inaccurate understanding 
of the novel 

 Lacks evidence of 
understanding of the novel 
and includes errors in 
accuracy 
 

Completes the 
assigned task; 
work is neat and 
visually pleasing 
 

 Task is complete and of 
high quality 

 Work is neat and visually 
pleasing 
 

 Task is complete 

 Work is neat and visually 
pleasing 

 Task lacks completeness  

 Lacks neatness and quality 
work 

 Incomplete assignment 

 Poor quality work 

Includes clear 
and accurate 
writing 
 

 Writing is clear, interesting, 
and shows depth of 
thought 

 Conventions are accurate 
(grammar, spelling, etc.) 
 

 Writing is clear 

 Conventions are mostly 
accurate 

 Writing lacks clarity 

 Errors in conventions 
interferes with 
understanding 

 Writing is unclear and lacks 
thoughtfulness 

 Errors in conventions 
interferes with 
understanding 
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Rubric for Visual Representation Task 
 

Criteria 3 2 1 0 
Includes 
references to 
text 
 

 Uses an abundance of well-
chosen and clear references 
to the text 

 Uses well-chosen and clear 
references to the text 

 Uses minimal references to 
the text that may lack some 
clarity 

 Lacks clear references to 
the text 

Demonstrates 
understanding 
of the novel 
 

 Demonstrates clear and 
accurate understanding of 
the entire novel 

 Demonstrates somewhat 
clear or accurate 
understanding of the novel 

 Demonstrates unclear or 
somewhat inaccurate 
understanding of the novel 

 Lacks evidence of 
understanding of the novel 
and includes errors in 
accuracy 
 

Completes the 
assigned task; 
work is neat and 
visually pleasing 
 

 Task is complete and of high 
quality 

 Work is neat and visually 
pleasing 

 Task is complete 

 Work is neat and visually 
pleasing 

 Task lacks completeness  

 Lacks neatness and quality 
work 

 Incomplete assignment 

 Poor quality work 

Includes clear 
and accurate 
writing 
 

 Representations are clear, 
interesting, and show depth 
of thought 

 Demonstrates creative 
approach to the task 

 Representations are clear, 

accurate, and show thought 

 Demonstrates somewhat 
creative approach to the 
task 

 Representations lack some 

clarity or accuracy 

 Demonstrates 
understanding of the task 

 Representations are unclear 

and lack accuracy and 

original thought 

 Contains inaccuracies 
and/or lacks creative 
approach 
 

 

 


